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The electrical conductivity of nominally pure KAIF4 crystals and of nominally pure and doped poly- 
crystalline KA1F4 samples has been studied. The electrical conductivity is highly anisotropic. Intrin- 
sic defects are generated according to a Frenkel mechanism in the potassium ion sublattice. Although 
BaF, and ZrF, increase the conductivity due to an increase in potassium ion vacancy concentration, 
deviations from stoichiometry may lead to fluoride conduction in the extrinsic conductivity region. 

1. Introduction 
Several ternary alkali fluoaluminates have 

interesting crystal structures, i.e., layer, 
channel, and framework structures. The 
tetrafluoaluminates adopt later structures, 
whereas the pentafluoaluminates crystallize 
in channel structures. Some of the alkali 
fluoaluminates with general composition 
M3AlF6 exhibit structural transformations. 
For Na,AlF, the transformation is known to 
be accompanied by an increase in the ionic 
conductivity (I). Upon doping with CaF, the 
conductivity of Na3AlF, increases (2). In 
order to enhance the solubility of CaF, in 
Na,AlF, an excess of AlF, has to be added as 
well (2). However, the influence of the com- 
position upon the measured conductivity does 
not clarify the identity of the conducting 
species (3). 

Alkali fluoaluminates do not contain easily 
reducible species, and therefore, it is expected 
that electronic conduction in these materials 
is very low. The present paper deals with the 
electrical properties of nominally pure and 
deliberately doped potassium tetrafluoalumin- 
ate, KAlF,, which crystallizes in a tetragonal 
layered structure (4). In this material the 
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AIF,- layers consist of aluminum ions 
octahedrally surrounded by fluoride ions, the 
octahedra being corner-shared. The AlF,- 
layers sandwich layers of potassium ions in a 
square-planar arrangement with each po- 
tassium ion surrounded by eight fluoride ions. 
This crystal structure suggests an anisotropic 
electrical conductivity. 

The unit cell is illustrated in Fig. 1 (5). The 
unit cell dimensions of the tetragonal structure 
are a, = 3.550 A, c,, = 6.138 A, and the ions 
are in the following positions of D&,(P4/mmm) : 
K, (000); Al, (4 4 +); F1, (0 + 4) (+ 0 f); and 
Fz, G 4 4 (t d 3, u with u = 0.21. In order to 
help elucidate the transport mechanisms in 
this structure, samples were prepared that 
were doped with either BaF, (and AIFs) or 
ZrF,. 

It was expected that the barium ions would 
reside in the potassium ion sites and that 
zirconium ions would replace aluminum ions 
in the octahedral sites, thus increasing the 
potassium vacancy concentration. 

2. Experimental Aspects 

A. Sample Preparation 
Following the method of Brosset (4, 

KAlF, was prepared by adding stoichio- 
metric amounts of KHF2 solution (obtained 
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FIG. 1. The unit cell of KAIF,. 

by dissolving KF in concentrated HF) to a 
solution of AlF, in aqueous HF (obtained by 
dissolving Al(OH), in concentrated HF). 
According to the literature (4, evaporating 
the resultant suspension to dryness at about 
100°C gives an intermediate precipitate, which 
consists mainly of K,AlF, *H,O. KAIF, was 
obtained upon melting this precipitate at 
about 625°C for about 15 min, the melting 
temperature of KAlF, being 574 f 1°C. 
Fusions were carried out in platinum beakers 
in air. Small optically clear single crystals of 
undoped KAlF, were obtained on cooling 
such a melt at a rate of 0.7”C/min. 

Samples have also been prepared of KAlF, 
doped with zirconium fluoride and with 
barium fluoride-aluminum fluoride mixtures. 
It is expected that the solubility of BaF, in- 
creases in the presence of a proper proportion 
of AlF,. Both KAlF,-ZrF4 and KAlF,-BaF, 
were prepared by mixing the dopants with the 
intermediate precipitate, and a subsequent 
fusion of the mixture in air (TE 750°C for 
+-I hr). In one preparation, ZrF, was added 
to the AIFs-HF solution, which should lead 
to the doped intermediate precipitate. A part 
of this material was melted under HF for 2 hr 
at about 800°C. The KAlF, samples were 
finely ground in a mortar and pellets were 
pressed at a pressure of 5.1 x lo4 psi. No 
binder was found to be necessary. After 
pressing, the pellets were heated for 16 hr in a 
dry oxygen-free argon stream at 450°C. 

X-ray diffraction and ir absorption studies 
were performed in order to characterize the 
resulting materials. 

The barium content of the samples was 

determined by atomic absorption spectro- 
scopy, whereas X-ray fluorescence analysis 
was used to obtain the zirconium content. A 
series of KAlF,-ZrF, mixtures close to the 
composition of the samples was prepared for 
use as standards in this analysis. 

B. Electrical Conductivity Measurements 

Pressed pellets with sputtered platinum 
electrodes (thickness, 1000 A) were spring- 
loaded between two platinum sheets in an 
evacuable stainless steel conductivity cell. 

The a-c electrical conductivity was studied 
as a function of temperature, frequency, and 
a-c amplitude, using an a-c impedance bridge 
(GR 1608 A and GR 1603 A) over the range 
0.2-20 kHz. The d-c conductivity values were 
measured with a Keithley electrometer using 
a dry cell as a constant voltage source. All 
measurements were made with the sample 
under vacuum. 

The conductivity was found to behave 
reproducibly on both heating and cooling in 
the range 25430°C. However, small hystere- 
sis effects in the temperature dependence were 
observed with samples which were heated to 
about 510°C. A slight increase in conductivity 
on cooling was accompanied by small weight 
losses of the samples. The electrical conduc- 
tivity also behaved reproducibly in the tem- 
perature region 25430°C when the pellets 
were preheated in an argon flow at tempera- 
tures of 250 to 400°C indicating that the 
hysteresis effects can be ascribed to evapora- 
tion losses which occur at temperatures 
greater than 430°C. Weight losses were sig- 
nificantly smaller when a pellet was heated to 
about 500°C in the presence of KF. Above 
430°C a thermodynamically well-defined 
ambient is evidently required. Both PFI and 
the activity of KF, for instance, should be 
fixed. However, our conductivity cell was not 
suitable for this type of experiment. 

Transference numbers for potassium ions 
were determined using pellets of KC1 doped 
with BaCI, as a protective electrolyte. A 
schematic diagram of the pellet arrangement 
is shown in Fig. 2. Should tK+ be smaller than 
1, then the decrease in weights of pellets 3 and 
4 must equal the increase in weight of pellets 
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-Pt IAgIIAglXIXIXI YI YI YIXIXIXIPt+ 
123456789 

X = KCl-BaCl,, Y = KAlF4-ZrF4 (2) 

FIG. 2. Pellet arrangement for transference number 
measurements. 

6 and 7. Under the assumption that tK+ + t,- 
= 1, the weight changes are given by 

dW(6,7) = jdW(3,4)) 
= tF- (AK + AF) q/96500, (1) 

where Ai denotes the atomic weight of species 
i, q can be calculated from the decrease in 
weight of the silver electrode. 

3. Experimental Results 

A. Materials Characterization 

The X-ray diffraction pattern of the dried 
intermediate precipitate revealed the presence 
of K,AlF,.H20, A1F3, KAlF4, and KHF2, 
which indicates the following reaction scheme 
in aqueous solution, 

2KHF2 + 2Al(OH), + 4HF 
= K,AlF, . H,O + AlF, + 5Hz0, (2) 

whereas to some extent the reaction 

KHFz + AI( + 2 HF = KAlF, + 3Hz0 

(3) 

has also occurred. Upon subsequent melting 
KAlF, results, according to (4). 

K2AlF5 .H,O + A1F3 
27O'C 

= K2AlFS + AlF, + H,Of_ 2KAlF4. (4) 

The X-ray diffraction results are gathered in 
Table I. 

Since the potassium fluoaluminates were 
prepared from aqueous solutions, contamina- 
tion by OH- ions cannot be ruled out. The 
optical absorption of both undoped and doped 
samples was investigated in the region 600- 
4000 cm-‘. The sample materials were mixed 
with dried KBr and pellets were pressed in an 
evacuable die. The results are presented in 
Table II. 

According to Lecompte et al. (6), band C 
can be assigned to vj of the octahedra in the 
AlF,-layers. These authors, using Brosset’s 
method of preparation, investigated the 
spectral region 300-1500 cm-l. The OH- 
bands appear at larger wavenumbers. 

Fusion under HF evidently did not com- 
pletely prevent the incorporation of OH- ions. 
In the spectral region investigated, ZrF, shows 
a band at 668 cm-‘, AlFz-, if present in 
KAlF,, would show a band at 646 cm-’ (7), 
whereas BaF, would show bands at 720 and 
1340 cm-‘. None of these bands were present 
in the recorded spectra. 

The atomic absorption spectroscopy analy- 
ses revealed the presence of 0.016 mole 

TABLE I 

COMPOSITIONOFTHEPOTASSIUM FLUOALUMINATES' 

Material KzA1F5.H20 KHFz AlF3 KAIF, K,AIF, ZrF, BaF, 

I 
KAlF, 
KAlF,-ZrF,(l) 
KAlF,-BaF, 
II 
KAIF.+-ZrF,(2) 
KAlF,-ZrF,(3)* 

X 

X 

X X X 
X 
X n.d. 
X n.d. 

X X X X 
X X X 
X X X 

R I, undoped intermediate precipitate; II, ZrF*-doped intermediate precipitate; *, melted under HF; n.d., not 
detected. 
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TABLE II 

Material 
Preparation 

ambient 

A A’ B B’ 
c 

Hz0 (cm-i) OHFX (cm-‘) (cm-‘) 

I H,O/air 3450, 3220” 1690 740 
KAlF, air 3480 1670 750 
KAlF,-ZrF,(l) air 3480 745 
KAIF,-BaF, air 3470 745 
II H,O/air 3450 1690 740 
KAlF,-ZrF,(2) air 3480 745 
KAIF,-ZrF,(3) HF 3480 1670 742 

a Shoulder. 

fraction BaF,. A comparison of the X-ray 
fluorescence analyses of the standard mixtures 
and of a sample of KAlF,-ZrF, (1) revealed 
0.095 mole fraction of ZrF,. The same amount 
of ZrF, has been used to dope the intermediate 
precipitate II (Table I). However, in materials 
(2) and (3) ZrF, is present as a separate phase. 

B. Electrical Conductivity 
In Fig. 3, the Arrhenius plots of log(oT) 

versus 105/Tat 1 kHz are presented for single 
crystals of undoped KAlF,, both perpendicu- 
lar and along the AIF,- layers, and for an 
undoped pellet of KAlF,. Specific conduc- 
tivity values of pressed pellets were not 
corrected for the deviations from the theo- 
retical density (density values are included 
in the figure captions). At this frequency, the 
conductivities were independent of the a-c 
amplitude over the range employed. Results 
for pellets of undoped KAIF,, KAlF,-BaF2, 
and KaAF,-ZrF, (1) are presented in Fig. 4. 
Figure 5 presents the temperature dependence 
of KAlF, doped with ZrF, prepared in air 
from the doped intermediate precipitate II 
(KAlF,-ZrF, (2)), and prepared in an atmos- 
phere of HF (KAIF,-ZrF, (3)). Values for the 
activation enthalpies as calculated from the 
experimental results are gathered in Table III. 

The experimental results indicate that the 
electrical conductivity of KAlF, is increased 
at lower temperatures upon doping with 
either ZrF, or the BaF,-AIF, mixture. In 
comparison with the results for the BaF,- 
doped samples, the increase of the conduc- 

tivity for the ZrF,-doped samples is less than 
expected from the amount of dopant material 
present. 

The temperature dependence of the con- 
ductivity at lower temperatures of samples 
KAlF4-ZrF4 (2) and (3) was appreciably 
different from that of the undoped material. 
In order to get additional information on the 

T(T) 

350 300 250 200 150 100 

K+ 5 &) 

FIG. 3. Electrical conductivity of undoped KAlF* at 
1 kHz, plotted as log(a,T) versus lOsIT. 00, KAIFr 
i layers (11 c-axis), 2 different crystals; 00, KAIF, Ii 
layers (l. c-axis); 0 0, KAIF, pellet (79 %). 
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FIG. 4. Electrical conductivity of undoped and doped 
KAlF, pellets at 1 kHz. O,O, undoped KAlF, (79x, 
79%); A, 0, KAlF,-ZrF4 (1) (82, 79%). n , KAlF,- 
BaFz (76 %). 

mobile species in these ZrF,-doped samples, 
transference number measurements were per- 
formed on pellets of KAlF,-ZrF4 (2). The 
high resistance of these samples made practical 
use of the cell arrangement as given in Fig. 2 
possible onIy at temperatures above about 
300°C. All pellets were preheated at 450°C for 
20 hr in a dry oxygen-free argon atmosphere 
before the transference number measurements. 
At 314 and 322”C, 300 mV was applied for 
about 15 hr. The weights of pellets 2,4, and 8 
remained unchanged (weight loss ~0.2 mg). 
Unfortunately, good separation between the 
pellets required q values not larger than lC, 
leading to considerable uncertainties in the 
transference numbers. At the experimental 
temperatures we obtained the value 0.17 
+_ 0.06 for t,- by direct measurement. How- 
ever, one can also infer values of the trans- 
ference number from the results presented in 
Fig. 5 by extrapolating the low temperature 
extrinsic conductivity, which we assume is due 

T(X) 

100 200 300 400 500 6’ 
1 I T- 

FIG. 5. Electrical conductivity of undoped and 
ZrF,-doped KAlF, at 1 kHz. o, undoped KAIFL 
(79%); l , KAlF4-ZrF, (2) (air) (72%); 0, KAlF4- 
ZrF4 (3) @IF) (68 %). 

TABLE III 

CONDUCTIVITY ACTIVATION ENTHALPIES FOR UNDOPED 

KAlF, AT 1 kHz 

Sample AHI (W A HZ W> 

KAlF4 (II) 0.49 1.5 
KAlF4 CL) 0.22 2.3 
KAlF., (pellet) 0.38 2.1 

a II and i to the layer, 

to F- transport, and comparing it with the 
measured total conductivity. By doing so, we 
obtain values of 0.11 at 314°C and 0.08 at 
322°C. 

For further evaluation of the transport 
phenomena in this system the frequency 
dependence of the a-c electrical response of 
these materials was investigated. All samples 
investigated in the temperature region 300- 
450°C showed a frequency-independent con- 
ductivity over the range 0.8-20 kHz, whereas 
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for a BaF,-doped sample the lower tem- 
perature limit was about 200°C. 

At temperatures lower than 300°C the 
conductivity is frequency dependent, in that 
G, increases with increasing frequency, where- 
as C, decreases upon increasing the frequency. 
Figure 6 presents an example of the frequency 
dependence of G, and C,. A display of a 
typical result upon the complex admittance 
plane is presented in Fig. 7. 

IO* G(d) IO” C(F) 

1 IO 

5 

0 

I I I I I I 

- 35 

“’ .x.x> x ,I’ 

.A’- 

- 3.0 

,./ 

+---X----X---X- 

I 2 3 4 5 6 7 

U3 f (Hz) - 

FIG. 6. Frequency dependence of apparent parallel 
conductance (G,, circles) and capacitance (C,, crosses) 
of KAIF,-ZrF, (2) at T = 167°C. 

107 B m-9 

t 30 , I 

‘I 

20 

IO’G (a-‘) - 

FIG. 7. Complex plane admittance plot of und0pe.d FIG. 8. Specificconductivities of KAIF,-BaF, (75 %) 

The observation of frequency-independent 
conductivities means that in the high tem- 
perature regime the sample-electrode system 
can be represented by a simple equivalent 
circuit, with the bulk resistance and inter- 
facial capacitance in parallel with the geo- 
metric, or high-frequency, capacitance. From 
the data, the geometric capacitance was found 
to be 14.8-16.7 pF for both undoped and 
doped specimens, independent of temperature. 

This simple equivalent circuit predicts that 
upon applying step voltage d-c currents at 
t = 0 set, would give conductivity values 
equal to those obtained with high frequency 
a-c measurements, since the sudden impo- 
sition of a potential step is equivalent to the 
use of a very high frequency. On applying 
120 mV across the BaF,-doped sample, 
placed between blocking electrodes, polariza- 
tion currents decayed to zero current within 
a few minutes at T = 292°C indicating neg- 
ligible electronic conduction. Polarization 
times increased at decreasing temperatures. 
The conductivities calculated from i(t = 0) 
values are presented in Fig. 8. These results 
support this simple series-parallel equivalent 
circuit at high temperatures. 

-2- 

-5- 
250 

200 300 

. 

I5 SO 

KAlF, at 269°C. Frequency range, 0.2043 kHz. at 1 kHz (0) and as calculated from i(r = 0) (0). 
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4. Discussion 

A. Compositional Considerations 

Upon heating, the intermediate precipi- 
tates I and II, K,AlF, * H,O will dehydrate 
and KHFz will decompose. Before the melting 
temperature of the intermediate precipitate, 
which in fact is a mixture, is reached, solid state 
reaction between KF and KAlF, is possible 
(8) leading to K,AlF6 contamination. 

If stoichiometric proportions of KF and 
AlF, are used in the preparation of KAlF4 
then the solidified melt should consist of 

(1 - $G)KAlF, + +6K,A1F6 + 6AlF3. (5) 

One may expect that an excess of AlF, is more 
soluble in KA1F4 than is an excess of KF, 
since in the former case a set of vacancies is 
formed, whereas an excess of KF leads to a set 
of interstitial defects. In fact, the X-ray 
diffraction results of the compounds KAlF,- 
ZrF, (2) and (3) (Table I) support this assump- 
tion, since AIFJ was not detected while 
K,AlF, was. This then should lead to a host 
lattice with the composition 

KAlF, + 6AlF, = (KKx) ( Vk’)6 (Al;,)l+d 

x (FF~),+,, ( VF.), (6) 

with the electroneutrality condition 

WF.1 = WK’I. (7) 

The compositions of the materials KAIF,- 
ZrF, (2) and (3) may then be represented by 

KAlF,(GAlF,) + yZrF, 

= WKx) (VK’)a+y (Ak)l+b (Zcd, 
x (FF%l+Y)+36 WF.), 63) 

with the electroneutrality condition 

Wkl + VF.l = WK’l. (9) 

Since both K,AlF, and ZrF, were present as a 
separate phase it seems that in these materials 
y < 6, which means that the concentration of 
fluoride ion vacancies cannot be neglected in 
these materials. 

In view of previously reported (2) doping 
experiments on Na,AlF,, BaF, should be 
more soluble in KAlF* in the presence of a 
proper amount of AlF3. In additon to y BaF, 

an amount of 2y AlF, was added during the 
preparation. This should yield a material of 
composition 

with the electroneutrality condition 

[Ba,.] = [I’,‘]. (11) 

The composition of KAlF,-ZrF, (1) can 
be represented by composition (8) with 
6 = 0, and with the electroneutrality con- 
dition 

Frill = W,‘l. (12) 

A slight excess of AIFs, and thus the presence 
of K,AlF,, would yield for BaF, doped 
KAlF, the composition 

x (&%l+*y)+36 (VF.),. (13) 

From the results in Table I one may con- 
clude that for the materials KAlF,BaF, and 
KAlF,-ZrF, (1) y > 6 holds. 

Use of Brosset’s method to prepare KAlF, 
invariably leads to contamination due to 
hydrolysis at higher temperatures. Even our 
hydrofluorinated samples showed the pre- 
sence of OH- ions. The formation of oxide 
impurities at higher temperatures and during 
the melting procedure seems likely, and leads 
to fluoride ion vacancies through 

FFx + OHFS --f OF’ + I’; + HF. (14) 

Therefore, the general total electroneutrality 
condition is 

[Zrk,] + [Ba,.] + IV,.] = [I’,‘] + [Or’]. (15) 

B. Ionic Conductivity 
The electrical conductivity of KAlF, is 

highly anisotropic. The conductivity in the 
layers normal to the c-axis is larger than the 
conductivity in the c-axis direction. The ionic 
conductivity of the materials KAlF,-BaF, 
and KAlF,-ZrF, (l), which is larger than the 
conductivity of undoped KAlF, over an 
appreciable temperature region corresponds 
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with (lo), while (8) with 6 = 0 seems in- 
adequate to explain the low conductivity of 
the ZrF,-doped sample. If not 6 AlF, but 
6 KF is present in a small excess as a separate 
phase, we may assume incorporation of 
6 KZrF, and (y-6) ZrF,, where y denotes the 
total amount of added ZrF,. The electro- 
neutrality condition then reads [I’,‘] + [F,‘] 
= [Zri,]. Differentiation between compo- 
sition (8) with 6 = 0 and a composition con- 
taining an excess 6 of KF cannot be made on 
the basis of X-ray diffraction data. 

In the high-temperature region, the con- 
ductivity of the samples reflects intrinsic 
behavior. The low-temperature conductivity 
of the materials KAIF,-ZrF, (2) and (3) is 
governed by fluoride ion motion, while in the 
high-temperature region potassium ion con- 
duction predominates, in line with compo- 
sition (8). 

From the conductivity results, we may con- 
clude that intrinsic defects in KAIF, are 
generated according to 

KKX+ VFZKi’+ VK’, 
withK= [Ki.] [Vk’]. (16) 

The low conductivity activation enthalpy 
AH, for KAIF, (I) (Table III) is comparable 
to the value obtained for materials KAlF,- 
ZrF, (2) and (3) and therefore suggests 
fluoride conduction via fluoride ion vacancies, 
either present due to 0,’ or a deviation from 
stoichiometry. The value for AH1 for KAIF, 
(Ii), being larger than the value for AH, for 
KAlF, (I) indicates potassium conduction. 
From AH, (II), we obtain a value of 2.0 eV for 
the formation enthalpy of the intrinsic defect 
pair V,‘, &.. Since a formation enthalpy is an 
intrinsic property of a compound, its value 
is assumed to be independent of crystallo- 
graphic anisotropies. AH, for KAlF4 (I) 
then leads to a migration enthalpy for po- 
tassium ion vacancies perpendicular to the 
layers of about 1.3 eV. 

Maycock and Pai Verneker (9) found a 
linear relationship between formation en- 
thalpies and melting temperatures for a series 
of binary as well as ternary potassium, 
lithium and silver salts, exhibiting Schottky 
or Frenkel disorder. Their empirical relation 
predicts for the formation enthalpy for in- 

trinsic defects in KAIF, the value 1.86 eV, 
which is in reasonable agreement with the 
value of 2.0 eV estimated from the data. 

From the crystal structure of KAlF, 
(Fig. 1) and the ionic radii of F- (1.33 A) and 
K+ (1.51 A), we can calculate the sizes of the 
apertures through which the two types of 
ions must pass in order for motion to occur 
in the c direction. The aperture for F- ions 
is at (* 3 0), and has a radius of 1.0 A. The K+ 
ion aperture is at (0 0 +), and has a radius of 
0.45 A. 

Likewise, in the direction normal to the c- 
axis, and parallel to the layers, the K+ ions 
may move through an aperture at (4 0 0), 
which has a radius of 0.87 A. 

From these considerations ar,d the ionic 
conductivity results, we arrive at the con- 
clusion that the anisotropy in fluoride ion 
motion is less than is the case for potassium 
ion motion, and that the mobility of V,. is 
greater than that of V,’ normal to the layers. 
The results on the single crystals then suggest 
that parallel to the layers (normal to the c- 
axis), I’,’ has a greater mobility than V;. 

C. Frequency Dependence of the Conductivity 
The admittances of the nominally pure and 

doped samples showed a frequency dispersion 
in the low-temperature region, as presented 
in Fig. 7. The increase in G over the frequency 
range employed differed at constant tem- 
perature from sample to sample. At lower 
temperatures the frequency dependence of G 
became more pronounced. 

Although surface roughness at the elec- 
trodes might be of influence (lo), we are 
inclined to believe that an interparticle re- 
sistance larger than the resistance of the 
crystallites is responsible for the observed 
frequency dispersion of the samples. This 
leads to an additional grain boundary re- 
sistance in series with the ionic resistance of 
the bulk electrolyte. Since the average inter- 
ionic distance within the grain boundary 
region is greater than in the crystal, we can 
model the grain boundary as a thin air-gap 
capacitor in series with the bulk of the electro- 
lyte and shunted by the grain boundary 
resistance. We then obtain the equivalent 
circuit given in Fig. 9. To interpret the a-c 
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FIG. 9. Equivalent circuit for a pressed pellet with 
interparticle resistance. RB and C, represent the bulk 
resistance and capacitance. Rgb and C,, represent the 
grain boundary resistance and capacitance. C, is the 
double-layer capacitance. 

experiments in terms of this equivalent 
circuit is is desirable to express the results in 
terms of the real and imaginary parts of the 
complex admittance 

Y=G+jB. (17) 
For this case, G, the apparent parallel con- 
ductance, can be expressed by 

uf C,z, Cs2 GB + co* Cs2 G,, GB2 
+ co* G$ GB Cs2 

’ = (G,, G, - co2 C,,, Cs)* + w2(Cs Go 
+ Cs Gg6 + C,, (2’ 

(18) 
and the apparent parallel capacitance is given 
by 
C=B/co= 

co* Co, Cs2 Ga* + co* C,:, Cs GB2 
+ G$ G,” Cs 

(Gqb G,, - co2 C,, C,)” + 02(Cs G, + ‘I+ 
~+ Cs Gsb + C,, GA’ 

(19 

With Cs 9 C,, $ C,, and GB and G,, of the 
same order of magnitude, one obtains data in 
the complex plane as indicated by the dashed 
curve in Fig. 7. 

With the assumptions Rgb N 10 RB (R, 
value at the highest frequency used), C,, 
N 1.7 C, = lo-l1 F, and Cs = low6 F, then 
curves such as those given in Fig. 6 and 7 can 
be generated in the frequency range 0.2-20 
kHz. The equivalent circuit given in Fig. 9 
means that conductivity measurements at 
1 kHz should yield lower apparent conduc- 
tivities (at least in parts of the extrinsic 

conductivity region) than expected for true 
bulk properties. Such behavior is indicated 
by the transference numbers for fluoride ions 
in material KAlF,-ZrF, (21, since t-values 
obtained from the extrapolated extrinsic 
conductivity measured at 1 kHz and the total 
conductivity are smaller than the experimental 
tF- values. 

Since no systematic study was made of each 
material over an appreciable temperature 
region, the temperature dependence of R, 
and Rsb could not be extracted separately 
from the data. 

One of the implications is that an inter- 
pretation of the conductivity of KAlF,- 
BaF, and KAlF,-ZrF, (1) in the region RT 
- 150°C in terms of the contribution due to 
fluoride ion vacancies based on composition 
(13) or composition (8) with 6 # 0: should 
await a detailed study into Rgb. 

5. Conclusions 

Studies of the chemical and physical 
properties of KAIF, have often used Brosset’s 
method to prepare the material. The present 
study reveals that this preparation method 
may lead to uncontrolled deviations from 
stoichiometry. 

Although the conductivity results indicate 
intrinsic Frenkel defect formation in the 
potassium ion sublattice and potassium 
conduction via potassium ion vacancies at 
higher temperatures, fluoride ion conduction 
via vacancies seems to govern the charge 
transport process at lower temperatures. This 
behavior originates from the deviations from 
the stoichiometric composition and is directly 
related to the lamellar crystal structure of 
KAlF,. In this lower temperature region, 
grain boundary effects begin to appear and 
interfere with the determination of the trans- 
port parameters within the crystal lattice. To 
determine accurately the conduction by 
fluoride ion vacancies and the relation between 
composition and conductivity at low tem- 
peratures, the use of single crystals is necessary. 
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